Quantitative electroencephalography and anatomoclinical principles of aphasia. A validation study.
No single technology in isolation can provide a full view of the anatomoclinical principles evident in the clinical populations we study. The dynamic nature of quantitative electrophysiology makes it an ideal complement to anatomic and metabolic imaging. The statistical conundrum it has presented may be resolved by the approach incorporated in CART. The intent of this study was to examine QEEG and CART in the evaluation of the neurologic bases of a well-defined behavioral disorder like aphasia. The combined power of QEEG and CART yielded objective electrophysiologic methods to predict aphasia that rival the reliability of the language examination. Such success is unprecedented. This success allows us to incorporate QEEG and CART into our technological armamentarium and to return to the evaluation of less well-understood disorders with confidence in both our findings and anatomoclinical principles we derive from them.